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Department of Agriculture

How does it fit?

Whether you're "buying that new spring dress... or making it... one of the main

questions is how does it fit?

Most all of us have fitting problems. Unless you're a Venus with a perfect

figure .. .you're not likely to find a pattern or a ready-made dress that's a perfect

fit. Nearly always you'll need to do some altering. If the shoulders are right,

the waist is likely too large. If the waist fits to a T...the dress is too small

in the hips . Cr you may he one of those people who has trouble with the tight

armhole...or the neckline that wrinkles across the back or bulges in the front.

The new dress may fit you fine except it has too much fullness in the chestline

or the blouse may sag.

There are a thousand and one problems when it comes to fitting a dress.... as

every woman knows

.

And in these busy days, you don't always have the helpful advice of a friend

who can go shopping with you... or who is on hand to pin up the darts just right

when you're making your own dress. Nowadays, you often have to rely on yourself.

So you'll be interested in a new bulletin the U. S. Department of Agriculture

has recently issued on fitting dresses. This bulletin tells you... not only how

to know a good f it . . .but also what to do to alter a poorly fitting dress. In just

a minute I'll tell you where you may get a copy of this bulletin.

But first here are some suggestions on points it's important to

check when you're trying on a dress.
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Of course. . .you'll stand in front of a full-length mirror when you fit the

dress. Turn around slowly and check the lines. Sounds like a geometry problem,

doesn't it? Checking the lines... And fitting a dress is something of a gecm-

try problem too. I suspect you'll find it more interesting than the abstract pro-

blems you used to solve when you were in school.

There are two things to keep in mind when you check the lines.. .

.

one - the

direction of the grain of the goods... and two - the direction of the seam lines.

If your dress fits well - the crosswide yarns in the goods are parellel with

the floor. They go straight a.cross the body. Check these crosswise yarns at the

bust line and hip line . Check the lengthwise yarn in the sleeves when your arm

hangs straight at the side.

Next.... look at the seam lines. Are the seams set smoothly to the shoulders?

Does the waistline appear to be straight ... .that is.... does it follow the natural

waist curve?

If the grain of the goods is straight ... if the seams are smooth and straight...

if there are no bunches, bulges and folds... if the dress feels comfortable .. .then

you know you have a good f it

.

But if the dress needs some darts and tucks... a seam let out here... one taken

up there .. .well, it's that old fitting problem again. And to give you some help in

solving it... there's the bulletin I mentioned while ago. You may have a copy

simply by writing the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. , Ask for

the bulletin. . ."Fitting Dresses".
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